
Comments on the draft OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 

 

 I recommend to include into the new edition of the Code the following ideas: 

 In general, it should be emphasized that the Code provides recommendations and not 

prescriptions, and regulatory authorities and corporate community of each country should 

perceive it in that capacity and the main instrument of testing the quality of corporate 

governance against the Code should be comply or explain. In Russia, there is some trend 

to consider the national Corporate Governance Code as the set of somewhat prescription 

which should be applied with very little or almost no modification or deviation from the 

text of the Code. In my view, this trend can be found in some other countries with weak 

financial markets and weak tradition of regulation based of self-adjust to market trends 

and self-regulation in the business community.  

 In the first chapter, it should be emphasized that good corporate governance is a very 

important condition for efficient performance and sustainability of companies. The 

mainstream approach is that good corporate governance contributes to corporate 

efficiency and sustainability through shareholders behavior: stocks of companies with 

good corporate governance are traded with premium (which provides these companies 

with direct and indirect benefits) while  stocks of poor corporate governance are traded 

with discount. However, in many countries of emerging financial markets this approach 

works to a very limited extent, if at all. Portfolio investors in these countries (both foreign 

and local) are much more driven by global and local macro-economic trends (budget 

balance, GDP growth rate, local currency exchange rate, commodities prices, etc.) and 

corporate governance practices of local companies are down on their lists of factors 

which determine the these investors behavior.  As the result, companies management in 

these countries often tend to perceive corporate governance as formal tick box exercise 

and rhetoric which would make some practical sense when economy and capital and 

commodities markets are in upward trend and companies prepare for IPOs and see very 

little, if any at all, in the periods when economy and markets are down. So, it would be 

important to emphasize that  good corporate governance can contribute to companies 

efficiency and sustainability through well-organized boards monitoring of and advice to 

companies management, especially in such areas as  strategy deliberation and 

implementation, risk management, internal control, motivation.  The emphasis of positive 

important of good corporate governance should be extended from efficient market to 

efficient companies performance as well.  

 In Chapter III, paragraph 43, the responsibility of institutional investors, especially those 

managing pension funds, to contribute to good corporate governance practice in investee 

companies should stated more clearly and with greater determination. If these investors 

do not support the promotion of good corporate governance, it is hard to expect that other 

groups of portfolio investors with more short-time interest, will do that. In paragraph 44 

of the same chapter, the idea of “stewardship codes” for institutional investors, which 

encourage their greater ownership engagement, should be stated with greater 

determination and certainty and classified as a best practice for investors.  

 In paragraph 46 of the chapter III the disclosure of the institutional investors voting 

record should be supported as the best corporate governance practice for these entities. It 

may worth recommend to disclose not just voting record but the record of their 

ownership engagement with investee companies.     

 I  recommend to include in the paragraph 97 invitation of external auditor to the 

shareholders general meeting.  

 I recommend to make a subchapter F with recommendation of a regular board evaluation 

as an effective tool to check if  and how good the board fulfills all its key duties listed in 

the previous paragraphs of subchapter D and E.  If so, the subchapter F will be 

subchapter G.  



 

Sincerely, 

Igor Belikov, 

CEO of the Russian Institute of Directors, 

member of the board of a number of Russian companies (Lukoil, Acron, Vnukovo airport, House 

Lending Mortgage Agency and others), co-author of the Russian Corporate Governance Code 

adopted in 2002.  


